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Minutes of meeting of employees of 

Addcar Highwall Mining Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) 

ACN 139 849 246 

Held at via teleconference and webcast only on 22 April 2020 at 2:00 PM 

Present As per the attached register of attendees. 

Opening of meeting The Chairperson called the meeting to order, and declared the meeting of 

employees of Addcar Highwall Mining Pty Ltd open at 2:04 PM. 

Chairperson Jonathan Henry, the Administrator, took the Chair pursuant to Insolvency 

Practice Rules (Corporations) (IPR) 75-50. 

Introductions The Chairperson introduced: 

 Chris Johnson, a Director at McGrathNicol assisting the Administrators;

 Louise Mann, Senior Manager at McGrathNicol assisting the

Administrators; and

 Chloe Miller, Senior Accountant at McGrathNicol and the Minutes

Secretary.

Quorum  The Chairperson declared that a quorum was present pursuant to IPR 75-

105. 

Attendance The Chairperson confirmed all employees in attendance at the virtual 

meeting had been noted in the Attendance Register which would be 

available with the minutes of the meeting on the McGrathNicol website. 

The Chairperson asked the employees present for the meeting to identify 

themselves for the minutes. 

The Chairperson noted that the attendees on the call and webinar had 

previously submitted Special Proxies, and therefore for functional purposes 

at the meeting they would be observers as their votes had already been 

cast.  

Chairperson The Chairperson advised that: 

 as Voluntary Administrator, he was appointed chairperson of the

meeting pursuant to Insolvency Practice Rules (Corporations) (IPR) 75-

50 and would refer to the Insolvency Practice Rules as “IPR”;
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 there would be a time to ask questions towards the end of the 

meetings; and 

 further details regarding attendance, participation and voting would be 

discussed in detail shortly. 

Voting The Chairperson advised the meeting of the requirements of IPR 75-85, 75-

110 and 75-115 as they applied to voting at the meeting.  

The Chairperson advised that: 

 under recent ASIC guidance surrounding the spread of COVID19, ASIC 

supports the use of information technology to facilitate the holding of 

‘virtual’ meetings; 

 under these temporary guidelines, voting on resolutions is required to 

be conducted via a poll with a record maintained of how each creditor 

has voted; and 

 employees present were not required to lodge a Proof of Debt for their 

claim. The Chairperson explained the Administrators intended to admit 

creditors for voting based on the Addcar Highwall Mining records and 

the amounts recently verified by employees. 

Time and place of meeting The Chairperson confirmed that while the technical meeting location was at 

McGrathNicol, Level 12, 20 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000, given the 

recent government guidance regarding the COVID-19 pandemic and social 

distancing measures, the meeting would be held via teleconference or 

webcast. 

The Chairperson declared that in accordance with IPR 75-30, he was of the 

opinion that the meeting has been validly convened at a date, time and 

place most convenient for the majority of persons entitled to receive notice 

of the meeting. 

Declaration of Independence, 

Relevant Relationships and 

Indemnities 

The Chairperson confirmed that the Declaration of Independence, Relevant 

Relationships and Indemnities dated 12 March 2020 was distributed with 

the notice of the First meeting.  

The Chairperson advised that an updated Declaration of Independence, 

Relevant Relationships and Indemnities was lodged with the Australian 

Securities and Investments Commission on 2 April 2020, as the 

Administrators agreed a funding facility with Remagen Lend ADR Pty Ltd as 

trustee of the Remagen Lend ADR Unit Trust (Remagen), which comprised 

two tranches: 
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 Australian Voluntary Administration Funding line of $2 million (available 

to the Administrators upon execution in accordance with agreed 

drawdown procedures); and  

 Demobilisation and USA operations contingency funding line of $3 

million. 

The Chairperson noted that the Declaration of Independence, Relevant 

Relationships and Indemnities was tabled and available to view on the 

McGrathNicol website. 

Purpose of meeting The Chairperson advised that this meeting must occur before the second 

statutory creditors’ meeting, convened under Section 439A of the 

Corporations Act, where creditors may resolve: 

 that the company execute a deed of company arrangement (DOCA); 

 that the administration should end and control should be returned to 

the company directors; or 

 that the company should be wound up. 

The Chairperson advised that the purpose of the meeting was to: 

 consider a resolution pursuant to Section 444DA(2) of the Act that the 

DOCA not include a provision to the effect that, any eligible employee 

creditors will be entitled to a priority at least equal to what they would 

have been entitled if the property were applied in accordance with 

Sections 556, 560 and 561; and 

 consider the Administrators’ proposal for claims of eligible employees 

of Addcar Highwall Mining who continue to be employed, to not be 

paid from the DOCA, but be preserved and paid by Addcar Highwall 

Mining Pty Ltd in the ordinary course of business.  

Administrators’ proposed DOCA The Chairperson advised the meeting that the terms of the proposed DOCA 

had been outlined in the Administrators’ Report to Creditors and provided a 

brief explanation of the proposed DOCA. 

The Chairperson explained that the Administrators had recommended that 

Addcar Highwall Mining Pty Ltd become subject to a DOCA to provide  

continued employment for the majority of staff in the recapitalised entity, 

with the secured lender Remagen as new owners.  

The Chairperson clarified that the proposal would allow employee 

entitlements of continuing staff to remain a responsibility of the 

recapitalised Addcar Highwall Mining Pty Ltd entity, rather than being dealt 

with in a DOCA or a liquidation. 
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The Chairperson explained that under the proposal, continuing employees’ 

entitlements would be treated differently to what is prescribed in the 

Corporations Act.  

The Chairperson noted that the resolution of the meeting is for employees 

to confirm they agree to the proposed DOCA’s terms.  

The Chairperson detailed that the proposed DOCA’s amendments to 

employees’ ability to claim in the DOCA only applied to continuing 

employees. Employees of Addcar Highwall Mining whose positions had 

already been made redundant would retain their statutory rights to claim 

employee priority entitlements and be paid out in the DOCA. 

Outcome of agreeing to 

compromise statutory right 

The Chairperson outlined Section 556 of the Corporation Act, which 

prescribes the order in which priority creditors’ claims are dealt with 

pursuant to the Act.  

The Chairperson tabled an estimate of total priority claims from employee 

entitlements of $1.4m and explained the expected outcome for creditors if 

they were to agree to the alteration of their rights, or if they were to keep 

the statutory priority provisions as set out in the Corporations Act. 

Key terms and advantages of the 

proposed DOCA 

The Chairperson detailed the key terms of the proposed DOCA and the 

advantages for the continuing and non-continuing employees of Addcar 

Highwall Mining Pty Ltd. The Chairperson explained that:  

 The DOCA would provide for payment of non-continuing employees in 

full. 

 The DOCA would implement a pooled structure where all creditors of 

Addcar Highwall Mining and Addcar Equipment Hire could claim 

against a single source of funds, which would be paid out of Addcar 

Contracting Services, itself a dormant company. 

 The structure would allow Addcar Highwall Mining and Addcar 

Equipment hire to emerge quickly out of DOCA and continue to trade 

under the control of their directors, including allowing a number of 

employees to remain employed. 

The Chairperson explained that non continuing employees would be paid 

from the funds made available by Remagen in Addcar Contracting Services. 

The Chairperson then confirmed that continuing employees would retain 

rights to be paid their entitlements from the recapitalised Addcar Highwall 

Mining entity as they continued with their employment. They would be paid 

their entitlements by this entity in the ordinary course of business. 

The Chairperson noted that the Secured Creditor and continuing employee 

creditors would not have any claim against the DOCA Fund made available 

through Addcar Contracting Services. 
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The Chairperson noted that non-continuing employees would have their 

entitlements paid in full in both liquidation and DOCA scenarios, however 

payment would likely be effected more quickly in a DOCA. 

Questions The Chairperson opened the meeting for questions from the floor. 

Peter Haynes representing a number of the employees sought to confirm 

that the terminated workers at the Millennium mines were to be paid in full 

and that the employees who continued to be employed by Addcar Highwall 

Mining would have their entitlements preserved in the new structure. 

The Chairperson confirmed that this was correct. 

The Company be placed into 

DOCA 

The Chairperson once again outlined the estimated return to employees in 

the event that the company was placed into DOCA against the return if the 

company was placed into liquidation. 

The Chairperson noted that if the Company was placed into liquidation, 

employment for current continuing employees would likely be terminated, 

but that it was expected that all employees would still be paid out in full in 

this scenario. The DOCA however provided for continued employment for 

the majority of staff. 

The Chairperson confirmed that the Administrators were recommending the 

DOCA to creditors of Addcar Highwall Mining and put the following 

resolution to the meeting: 

“That pursuant to Section 444DA(2) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) 

(Act), the proposed Deed of Company Arrangement (DOCA) that will be 

offered to creditors at the second meeting of creditors on 22 April 2020, or 

at any adjournment to that meeting, will not include a provision to the 

effect that, for the purposes of the application by the administrators of the 

property of Addcar Highwall Mining Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) 

under their control under the DOCA, any eligible employee creditors will be 

entitled to a priority at least equal to what they would have been entitled if 

the property were applied in accordance with Sections 556, 560 and 561 of 

the Act.” 

The Chairperson confirmed that a number of special proxies had been 

received prior to the meeting and a poll was conducted on the results 

which were as follows: 
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Vote Number of votes Value of votes ($) 

In Favour 27 698,508 

Against - - 

Abstaining - - 

Based on the above results the Chairperson declared the resolution passed. 

Closure The Chairperson confirmed that the resolution to accept amendments to 

priorities did not result in the DOCA being approved.  

The Chairperson explained that all creditors of each entity would have to 

vote to pass the resolutions to place Addcar Highwall Mining, Addcar 

Equipment Hire and Addcar Contracting Services into DOCA at the Second 

meeting of creditors to be held shortly. 

The Chairperson asked employees to log on at 3:00 PM to attend and vote 

at the Second meeting of creditors.  

There being no further questions from the floor, the Chairperson declared 

the meeting closed at 2:40 PM. 

 Signed as a true and correct record. 

 

_________________________________________________ 

Jonathan Henry 

Chairperson 

 

 



Meeting Attendance Register - Creditors

Addcar Highwall Mining Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed)

Eligible Employees Meeting held virtually by webinar and teleconference at Level 12, 20 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000 on 22 April 2020 at 2:00PM

Chairperson: Jonathan Henry

All Creditors

Creditor Name Related Name of Proxy or Type of Proxy Creditor RATA Creditor Claimed Value of Security Admitted to Vote Signature of Person

Party?   Attorney (General / Amount Amount for Attending

state 'Yes' Specific)

Justin Shay POKARIER 39,160.17 39,160.17 39,160.17

Brett REDDISH 90,293.74 90,293.74 90,293.74

Luigi LAVIA Peter Haynes S 62,204.82 62,204.82 62,204.82 Electronic Attendance

Steven Barry JONES 15,518.79 15,518.79 15,518.79

Simon David MEYER 35,969.10 35,969.10 35,969.10

Regan Charles DIEHM Peter Haynes S 73,313.12 73,313.12 73,313.12 Electronic Attendance

Matthew John SMITH 41,685.82 41,685.82 41,685.82

Jared Wade SEMPLE 23,857.65 23,857.65 23,857.65

Danyal Robert LOTE 38,191.56 38,191.56 38,191.56

Hayden Taylor BADDOCK Peter Haynes S 52,410.00 52,410.00 52,410.00 Electronic Attendance

Graham Charles WALTON 35,791.16 35,791.16 35,791.16

John Donald KEMP Peter Haynes S 28,715.21 28,715.21 28,715.21 Electronic Attendance

Dylan Wakeland BUGG 40,891.19 40,891.19 40,891.19

Nigel David SPRY Peter Haynes S 23,071.99 23,071.99 23,071.99 Electronic Attendance

Ross Edward WILSON Peter Haynes S 34,723.13 34,723.13 34,723.13 Electronic Attendance

Kane Michael BUGG 56,331.00 56,331.00 56,331.00

Shaun Michael ETHERIDGE Peter Haynes S 48,176.63 48,176.63 48,176.63 Electronic Attendance

Clayton LANGFORD Peter Haynes S 35,373.95 35,373.95 35,373.95 Electronic Attendance

Andrew Michael OSTROFSKI Peter Haynes S 35,829.56 35,829.56 35,829.56 Electronic Attendance

Michael Hermanus M MOSK Peter Haynes S 39,843.56 39,843.56 39,843.56 Electronic Attendance

Thomas Matthew LAMB Peter Haynes S 34,632.04 34,632.04 34,632.04 Electronic Attendance

Daniel Ian BLYTON Peter Haynes S 36,363.74 36,363.74 36,363.74 Electronic Attendance

Daniel Robert BUGG Peter Haynes S 21,523.15 21,523.15 21,523.15 Electronic Attendance

Paul Anthony REDDISH Peter Haynes S 25,723.31 25,723.31 25,723.31 Electronic Attendance

Aaron Edward FONG Peter Haynes S 20,730.81 20,730.81 20,730.81 Electronic Attendance

Christopher Leigh NOBLE 28,887.83 28,887.83 28,887.83

Paul Andrew FENLON 23,221.13 23,221.13 23,221.13

Derek Ross ROUNTREE 23,255.63 23,255.63 23,255.63



Meeting Attendance Register - Creditors

Addcar Highwall Mining Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed)

Eligible Employees Meeting held virtually by webinar and teleconference at Level 12, 20 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000 on 22 April 2020 at 2:00PM

Chairperson: Jonathan Henry

All Creditors

Creditor Name Related Name of Proxy or Type of Proxy Creditor RATA Creditor Claimed Value of Security Admitted to Vote Signature of Person

Party?   Attorney (General / Amount Amount for Attending

state 'Yes' Specific)

Wade Edward GRIFFITHS Peter Haynes S 11,115.00 11,115.00 11,115.00 Electronic Attendance

Ian Keith SHORTER 14,782.50 14,782.50 14,782.50

Nigel James BOSTON 13,057.50 13,057.50 13,057.50

Dylan Edward David SPENCER Peter Haynes S 14,685.00 14,685.00 14,685.00 Electronic Attendance

Nathan Paul EVERINGHAM 13,050.00 13,050.00 13,050.00

Shane Martin WHITLEY 11,287.50 11,287.50 11,287.50

Cheyne Dylan KUPFER Peter Haynes S 12,112.50 12,112.50 12,112.50 Electronic Attendance

Peter James DAVOREN Peter Haynes S 12,810.00 12,810.00 12,810.00 Electronic Attendance

Russell Gregory POLLARD Peter Haynes S 12,547.50 12,547.50 12,547.50 Electronic Attendance

Jarrod Alexander NING 11,692.50 11,692.50 11,692.50

Lyndon Peter TAPIOLAS Peter Haynes S 13,590.00 13,590.00 13,590.00 Electronic Attendance

William Andrew HILL Peter Haynes S 12,472.50 12,472.50 12,472.50 Electronic Attendance

Neal Warren MARTIN 13,680.00 13,680.00 13,680.00

Stephen FROST Peter Haynes S 13,410.00 13,410.00 13,410.00 Electronic Attendance

Liam Brett KELHEAR Peter Haynes S 13,402.50 13,402.50 13,402.50 Electronic Attendance

Jordan James ROUTLEDGE 8,235.00 8,235.00 8,235.00

Timothy WATSON 4,920.00 4,920.00 4,920.00

Lewis Charles DAVIS Peter Haynes S 5,760.00 5,760.00 5,760.00 Electronic Attendance

George Francis FITZPATRICK  -  -  - 

Daniel Kevin MAUGER Peter Haynes S 600.00 600.00 600.00 Electronic Attendance

Jason Anthony MULLIGAN 2,805.00 2,805.00 2,805.00

Gregory Wayne MCDONALD 2,437.50 2,437.50 2,437.50

Jonathan Osano ARCEGA 3,585.00 3,585.00 3,585.00

Beau Hamilton LOCKHARD 5,370.00 5,370.00 5,370.00

Glen Dwayne PHILLIPS 2,625.00 2,625.00 2,625.00

Trevor John RITCHIE 2,625.00 2,625.00 2,625.00

Allan Roy KADEL 4,500.00 4,500.00 4,500.00

Stephen William MOODY Peter Haynes S 3,367.50 3,367.50 3,367.50 Electronic Attendance



Meeting Attendance Register - Creditors

Addcar Highwall Mining Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed)

Eligible Employees Meeting held virtually by webinar and teleconference at Level 12, 20 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000 on 22 April 2020 at 2:00PM

Chairperson: Jonathan Henry

All Creditors

Creditor Name Related Name of Proxy or Type of Proxy Creditor RATA Creditor Claimed Value of Security Admitted to Vote Signature of Person

Party?   Attorney (General / Amount Amount for Attending

state 'Yes' Specific)

Patrick STARRETT 2,812.50 2,812.50 2,812.50

Joel MANSFIELD 1,312.50 1,312.50 1,312.50

Montgomery BONNEY 3,750.00 3,750.00 3,750.00

Adrian Peter GUISTELLI 3,187.50 3,187.50 3,187.50

Bryce Todd CAMPBELL 4,312.50 4,312.50 4,312.50

Thomas Nicholas SYLVESTER 2,437.50 2,437.50 2,437.50

Jacob Noel ROBINSON 2,610.00 2,610.00 2,610.00
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Addcar Highwall Mining Pty Ltd
(Administrators Appointed)
(“Addcar Highwall Mining”)

Meeting of Employee Creditors
22 April 2020
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 Meeting formalities

 Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities

 Purpose of meetings

 The Proposed Deed of Company Arrangement (DOCA)

 Estimated returns to creditors – DOCA vs Liquidation

 Administrators’ recommendation

 Resolution

 Questions

Agenda
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 Open meetings

 Introductions

 Quorum: Insolvency Practice Rules 75-105

 Attendance register

 Voting (on the voices and using voting slips)

 Time and place convenient: Insolvency Practice Rules 75-30

 Proofs of debt and proxies

Meeting formalities
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 DIRRI dated 12 March 2020 - distributed with notice of First meeting

 On 2 April 2020 an updated DIRRI was lodged with ASIC as on 26 March 2020, the Administrators agreed a funding facility 
with Remagen Lend ADR Pty Ltd as trustee of the Remagen Lend ADR Unit Trust (Remagen), which comprised two tranches:

– Australian Voluntary Administration Funding line of $2 million (available to the Administrators upon execution in 
accordance with agreed drawdown procedures); and 

– Demobilisation and USA operations contingency funding line of $3 million.

 These sums represent an indemnity for trading and sale costs and the Administrators’ fees and costs which may be drawn 
upon if the assets of the companies are insufficient to meet these costs.

 The indemnity is unconditional, and any funds utilised for payment of our remuneration will not be drawn down until relevant 
approval has been obtained under the Corporations Act.

 DIRRI was distributed with the Report to Creditors and is available for inspection

 We remain of the view that we are free of any potential conflict of interest

 DIRRI tabled

Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities 
(DIRRI)
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 The purpose of the meeting of employee creditors is to consider a resolution pursuant to section 444DA(2) of the 
Corporations Act that the DOCA not include a provision to the effect that, for the purposes of the application by the 
administrators of the property of Addcar Highwall Mining coming under their control under the DOCA, any eligible employee 
creditors will be entitled to a priority at least equal to what they would have been entitled if the property were applied in
accordance with sections 556, 560 and 561.

 Instead, it is proposed that claims of eligible employee creditors of Addcar Highwall Mining who continue to be employed will 
not be paid from the DOCA.  Such claims will be preserved and be paid by Addcar Highwall Mining in the ordinary course of 
its business.

 Employees who are non-continuing, or have already been made redundant will have their entitlements paid from the DOCA 
Fund.

Purpose of meetings 
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 Proposed DOCA terms relating to employees

– Employees will continue employment with the Addcar Highwall Mining on the same terms and conditions

– Employee accrued entitlements (other than superannuation) will continue to be obligations of the Addcar Highwall Mining 
and will not be claimed in the DOCA

– Continuing employees accrued superannuation and any claims from non-continuing/former employees will prove in the 
DOCA

 Legally, all employee creditors would be entitled to claim in the DOCA fund for accrued Employee priority entitlements. 

 The proposed DOCA term only applies to continuing employees. 

 Employees who are no longer continuing with the business will retain their statutory rights to claim employee priority 
entitlements in the DOCA.

 As the DOCA proposes continuing employees not lodge claims in the DOCA for certain accrued entitlements, that otherwise 
are entitled to be claimed as priority entitlements, continuing employee creditors must resolve whether to vary their rights in 
at these meetings.

Purpose of these meetings (continued)
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The Statutory priority provisions are documented in s.556 of the Corporations Act

This order is:

Statutory priority provisions

• expenses incurred in preserving, realising or getting in the property of the company, or carrying 

on the company’s business
First

• the Voluntary Administrators fees’ and expenses
Second

• costs and expenses incurred in winding up a company
Third

• the claims from employees in accordance with the provisions set out in s.556(1)(e)-(h) of the 

Corporations Act
Fourth

• unsecured creditor claims on a pro rata basis
Fifth
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 Sections 556(1)(e)–(h) documents the specific priority that applies to individual categories of employee priority 
entitlements  

 That order is

– First: Wages and Superannuation

– Second: Amounts due in respect of injury compensation

– Third: Annual Leave and Long Service Leave

– Last: Redundancy and Pay in Lieu.

Statutory employee priority entitlements

Estimate s.556 Priority

Wages No claims to date Yes

Superannuation $0.1m Yes

Annual Leave & LSL $0.3m Yes

Redundancy & Pay in Lieu $0.5m Yes

Bonus $0.5m Yes

Total Priority claims $1.4m
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If continuing employees resolve to that statutory priority provisions be applied in the DOCA

 Employee claims would be paid in full, however the process would take longer due to the statutory distribution process in a 
liquidation.

Outcome if statutory employee entitlements were applied 
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 DOCA will proceed

 Non-continuing employees paid in full

 Continuing employees continue to work and retain entitlements to be paid more quickly in the ordinary course of business.

Outcome if employees agree to vary priority rights
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Proposed DOCA
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DOCA – Key Terms

Key term Details
Proponents  Remagen in its capacity as Secured Creditor

Deed Funder  Remagen in its capacity as Secured Creditor and Addcar Highwall Mining 

Deed Administrators  Jonathan Henry, Jason Preston and Jamie Harris

Purpose  To maximise the chances of the relevant entities or as much as possible of their businesses continuing in 
existence

 To allow the continuing Addcar Highwall Mining employee creditors to remain employed and receive 
entitlements in the ordinary course of business

 To allow non-continuing employee creditors of Addcar Highwall Mining to receive their entitlements 

 To allow for unsecured creditors of the relevant entities to receive a better return than they would in a 
winding up

The DOCA Fund / 
Distribution Fund

 The DOCA / Distribution Fund is proposed to be held in Addcar Contracting Services and will comprise: 

− a DOCA contribution paid by the Proponent of an amount equal to employee entitlements of non-
continuing employees of Addcar Highwall Mining in full (First DOCA Contribution)

− Amounts payable to Addcar Contracting Services should Addcar Highwall Mining is awarded certain 
contracts within a specified period. (Amounts totaling $0.2m - $0.4m)

− Amounts paid as part of this contribution will benefit unsecured trade creditors.
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DOCA – Key Terms (continued)

Key term Details

Pooled DOCA Fund and 
claims

 Ordinary unsecured creditors of the Proposed DOCA Companies will claim against the DOCA / Distribution 
Fund (i.e. the claims of unsecured creditors of Addcar Highwall Mining and Addcar Equipment Services will be 
transferred from Addcar Highwall Mining and Addcar Equipment Services (which will not be in funds), to 
Addcar Contracting Services (which will be in funds).

Differential treatment of 
creditors

 In relation to employee creditors of Addcar Highwall Mining:

− Non-continuing employees of Addcar Highwall Mining will be paid from funds paid into Addcar
Contracting Services by Remagen;

− Continuing employees will have continuing employment in Addcar Highwall Mining and Addcar
Highwall Mining will remain liable to meet their entitlements in the ordinary course of business.

 The Secured Creditor and continuing employee creditors will not have any claim against the DOCA Fund.

 In summary, the Deed Administrators will distribute the proceeds of the DOCA Fund in the following order of 
priority:

ￚ First, in payment in full of any admitted claims of non-continuing employee creditors of Addcar Highwall
Mining;

ￚ Second, in payment of admitted claims (other than non-continuing employee creditors) that would, in a 
liquidation, be accorded a priority under section 556, section 560 and section 561 of the Corporations 
Act (Priority Creditors); and

ￚ Third, in payment of ordinary unsecured creditors (who have not otherwise received a distribution under 
the above two paragraphs. 
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DOCA – Key Terms (continued)

Key term Details
Finalisation of DOCA  The DOCA will effectuate:

− in respect of Addcar Highwall Mining and Addcar Equipment Hire, on the date various conditions 
precedent have been satisfied including entry into an agreement for the sale of the shares in Addcar
Highwall Mining and Addcar Equipment Hire; and

− in respect of Addcar Contracting Services, on the date the final distribution from the DOCA Fund is 
made.

Other material information  The Proposed DOCA will have the effect that claims of creditors of Addcar Highwall Mining and Addcar
Equipment Hire against those entities will be released and extinguished in accordance with the terms of the 
DOCA in return for those Creditors having a right to claim against Addcar Contracting Services and, if such a 
claim is admitted, receive a distribution from a single pool of funds, the DOCA Fund.

 The Claims of all participating creditors will be released and extinguished on the date they receive their 
entitlements or otherwise on the Effectuation Date.
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 The majority of employees in Addcar Highwall Mining will have continued employment in the event the Proposed DOCA is 
entered into, avoiding the crystallisation of c. $1.4 million in employee entitlements as they are retained by Addcar Highwall
Mining which will continue to trade. Under the Proposed DOCA scenario, crystallised employee entitlements are c. $0.135m. 

 While in both scenarios the outstanding entitlements of continuing Addcar Highwall Mining employees will be preserved or 
paid, the Proposed DOCA allows for continued employment of the majority of Addcar Highwall Mining employees (separately, 
and although not strictly relevant to the Proposed DOCA analysis, a number of employees in Addcar Mining Solutions and 
Addcar Management Services are proposed to be offered employment in the continuing business, avoiding crystallised 
employee entitlements of c. $800K).

 Non-continuing employees will have their entitlements paid in full in both liquidation and DOCA, however this will be delayed 
in a liquidation as there is a statutory claiming process which will have to be followed. 

DOCA - Advantages
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DOCA – Indicative Timeline

22 April 2020 Within 15 business days

(but expected to be by 27 
April 2020)

Expected that employee 
dividend will be paid soon 

after DOCA Execution

Second Creditors Meeting DOCA Execution Dividend process

Four possible outcomes

1. End the Administrations

2. Deed of Company Arrangement

3. Winding up

4. Adjourn meeting

Addcar Highwall Mining, Addcar
Equipment Hire, Addcar
Contracting Services and relevant 
parties execute Deed of Company 
Arrangement:

 Addcar Highwall Mining 
continues to trade.

 Transfer of shareholding to 
Remagen

Deed Administrators have already:

 calculated employee 
entitlements; and

 adjudicated on amounts 
confirmed by employees.

Deed Administrators will:

 pay dividend to non-continuing 
employees.

 cease to control Addcar
Highwall Mining
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Estimated returns to creditors – DOCA vs Liquidation

Employees

Unsecured creditors

Secured creditors

Non-continuing: Paid in full, 
including super

Continuing: continue employment

Return of 3 to 7 cents with level of 
certainty

Excluded from DOCA

All employees: Paid in full, no 
continuing employment, payment 

date delayed

Less than 10 cents, with significant 
risk and delay

Partial return

DOCA Liquidation
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Recommendation

The Administrators recommend employees resolve that 
for continuing employees, accrued entitlements (other 
than superannuation) will continue to be obligations of 
the Vac Group and will not be claimed in the DOCA

The Administrators recommend employees resolve that for continuing 
employees, accrued entitlements (other than superannuation) will continue to 
be obligations of Addcar Highwall Mining and will not be claimed in the DOCA
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Due to the extraordinary circumstances regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, ASIC have advised that all votes should now be carried 
by poll rather than on the voices.

Voting

Creditors have been provided with links to poll “surveys” in advance of the meeting.
Please copy and paste the links provided in your invite in order to vote.
In the poll link, tick “In favour of”, “Against” or “Abstain” for each resolution as the 
chairperson reads them out.
There will be an adjournment for the proposed DOCA companies whilst votes are counted.

General proxies: fill in the online poll for each general proxy you hold – using each 
individual identification number you have been provided with.

Special proxies: we already have your creditor’s vote (provided in advance)

When more creditors (either in the online meeting or via proxy) vote for it than vote 
against it 
AND
When those who vote for it are owed a greater amount of money than those who vote 
against it

How to vote

Voting via proxy

How the resolution
is passed



Q & A
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“That pursuant to section 444DA(2) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Act), the proposed Deed of Company Arrangement 
(DOCA) that will be offered to creditors at the second meeting of creditors on 22 April 2020, or at any adjournment to that 
meeting, will not include a provision to the effect that, for the purposes of the application by the administrators of the property of 
Addcar Highwall Mining Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) under their control under the DOCA, any eligible employee creditors 
will be entitled to a priority at least equal to what they would have been entitled if the property were applied in accordance with 
sections 556, 560 and 561 of the Act.”

Resolution
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 Despite this vote, the DOCA for Addcar Highwall Mining has not yet been approved. 

 The next steps will be to hold the creditors meeting and ask creditors as a whole to pass the resolutions putting Addcar
Highwall Mining, Addcar Equipment Hire and Addcar Contracting Services into DOCA.

 Only if all those resolutions pass will the companies be in DOCA. Otherwise they will all be placed into liquidation and the 
companies will have to cease to trade.

 The outcome of the Second Meeting of Creditors will be communicated to all employees shortly after the closure of the 
meeting held at 3.00PM

Next steps
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